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SPC wall panels



SPC wall panels

A quick metamorphosis of the walls has never been so easy. Thanks 

to SPC wall panels, we can refresh any interior in an easy and quick 

way. Our attractive designs allow each interior to acquire a new and 

unique character. Due to the intuitive installation, SPC wall panels are 

a guarantee of a quick change in the room, while saving time and 

money.

SPC wall panels are available in the following formats: 30x60cm and 

60x120cm



Technology 

SPC wall panels are manufactured in the SPC (Stone 

Plastic Composite) technology, and their connection is 

tongue-and-groove, thanks to which:

they are waterproof, so they can be used in rooms 

with high humidity, such as bathrooms or kitchens;

they do not require grouting, and combining them 

gives a subtle effect. They are an interesting 

alternative to tiles;

the installation is intuitive and simple, so you can 

enjoy the results immediately after finishing the work;



High resistance

A series of tests in both indoor and outdoor laboratories 

have shown that SPC wall panels have a high impact 

resistance. The panels do not deform and their outer 

solid layer remains intact.

High quality digital printing it resistant to staining from 

agents such as coffee or tea, to solutions of ethyl 

alcohol, acetic acid or sodium bicarbonate solution. 

Gentle cleaners are recommended for panel care. 



Matt and high-gloss patterns

In the offer of SPC panels we can find 7 designs. Five of 

them are made on the so-called high gloss. One of the 

advantages of high-gloss panels is the fact that they 

optically enlarge even small rooms - turning them into 

exclusive and more spacious interiors. The offer is 

complemented by two matte patterns (Calacatta Snow and 

Concrete Light), which are becoming more and more 

popular in interior design - no streaks or dirt are visible on 

them.



Panel structure

protective UV lacquer

decorative layer

SPC composite core



Why SPC wall panels?

Easy to assemble

Fast and intuitive

Self-assembly, without the help of a specialist

Waterproof product

Installation with glue and basic tools

A quick metamorphosis of any interior

Good price

No need for grouting



SPC wall panels vs. tiles

Easy to install :

- no need for specialised and expensive tools;

- the installation of SPC wall panels is clean – the panels do not generate as much dust as a tile when cut;

- no need to grout the panels or use the so-called crosses;

- the adhesive used to install the SPC wall panels dries quickly; the interior will be ready for use faster;

Easy to work with : 

- SPC wall panels can be cut with a knife, obtaining various dimensions and shapes;

- the panels can be adjusted to the difficult points in the room faster and easier;

- the product is light – easier to transport and to install by oneself;

Hygienic : 

- SPC wall panels do not require grouting,  which helps avoid areas that can potentially be exposed to mould and fungi.



Decors

Calacatta White Calacatta Snow (matte) 

Calacatta Black





Decors

Ash Grey Marble Skin

Dark Stone





Decors

Concrete Light (matte)



Technical information



Installation 

Installation is intuitive and simple, so that changes to the 

room can easily be done on your own.

For installation you will need:






